
Celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of NFPTE 
(The Era of Struggles and Sagas) 

 

 

     Let us celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of our mother organization,  

NFPTE which was formed on 24/11/1954.Although, much changes have taken place in between 

1954 and 2014,including the Bifurcation of the Postal and Telecom wings of the erstwhile P&T 

department in 1985 and subsequent corporatization of the Dept of  

Telecom in October 2000, we always consider NFTE-BSNL as the true  

and real inheritor of our great NFPTE. 

 

       NFPTE was formed as a compulsory Federation with nine All Indian  

Unions representing all the streams of the P&T workers working in  

Postal, Railway Mail Service, Engineering, Telegraph and Administrative  

wings. Our Federation was the brain child of the then Communications  

Minister Babu Jagajivan Ram, who evolved the realignment scheme to  

unify the P&T unions under one umbrella, an aftermath of the bitter  

experience during 1949 strike.  

 

         According to the scheme, the Federation is compulsory for all the nine  

all India unions and at the same time, Federation could not expel or  

disaffiliate any all India Union. The symbol of Nine Hands which was  

originally designed for NFPTE was representing the nine all India unions.  

Even today, NFTE-BSNL retains the holy symbol of nine hands. 

 



        From 1954 to 1969 i.e for 15 long years, NFPTE was the only Recognized 

Union in the P&T department. This was the golden era of the P&T trade  

union movement. This period is credited with many glorious achievements  

including the removal of discrimination between Class III and Class IV  

employees in the matter of Leave, LTC and medical facilities etc through  

struggles. But the Government of India could not digest this unique position  

in the P&T for a very long and waiting for an opportunity to divide the NFPTE. 

 

       The entire central Government employees unions called for a Nation wide  

Strike on the 19th of September 1968,demanding need based Minimum wages  

of Rs.314. Instead of accepting the Just demand of the workers, Mrs. Indira  

Gandhi, the then Prime Minister unleashed violence and attacked the workers  

and unions with a vengeance. Nearly 50,000 temporary employees were served  

with termination notice. NFPTE, particularly the E-3 & E-4 unions faced the severe attack of 

Government for effectively organizing the strike in the P&T. NFPTE was  

de-recognized and a new union, sponsored by INTUC,a Congress trade union  

was recognized. Thus FNPTO was born in 1969 as an illegitimate child to serve  

the interests of the ruling class. It was a Black day for the trade union  

movement in the P&T Dept. However, after a long struggle and indefinite fast 

for 6 days from 19-9-1969 to 25-09-1969 by Com.D.Gnanaiah and Com.O.P.Gupta,  

NFPTE won back the full recognition. 

 

          During the Emergency declared by Mrs. Indira Gandhi in 1975, every other  

union in P&T and elsewhere kept low profile but NFPTE as usual conducted  

trade unions movements for DA and other demands of the workers. Angered  

by this insubordination Mrs. Gandhi’s Govt. unleashed terror against NFPTE.  

We are proud to recall that in the wholeof India our journal the “P&T Labour“  

was the only trade union jounal which was confiscated by the censor authorities 

and burnt in the Post Offices throughout the country for the writings opposing  

the anti worker and anti people policies of the autocratic Govt. 

 

           Later, during the Janata Party Govt, the then RSS Minister Brijilal Verma  

misused his authority by recognizing another union, BPTEF which was  

an affiliate of BMS.  

 

         Thereafter all political parties began to divide workers on political lines and  

many unions came up which considerably weakened the bargaining strength  

of the trade unions in P&T. 

 

           It is pertinent to state that during the stewardship of NFPTE under  

Com.D.Gnanaiah and Com.O.P Gupta unique achievements like PLB Bonus  

not only for regular employees but also for ED and Casual Labourers,  

Time Bound promotions, Regularization of more than one lakh casual labourers  

and RTPs were made and the creation JCM at all levels was note worthy  

achievement. 



 

          After the bifurcation of P&T department into DOP & DOT, the last Federal 

Council Meeting of NFPTE was held at Calcutta in 1986.  

 

         I was a privileged comrade to attend that historic Federal Council Meeting  

in my capacity as the Federal Councilor from the E-3 union representing  

the Tamilnadu Circle Union. I still fondly remember attending the above  

meeting along with my life long associates Com. Mali of Erode and Com.  

L. Subbarayan of Coimbatore.  

 

        Com. O.P. Gupta, the real architect of NFPTE, pleaded with folded hands  

for retaining NFPTE as such in that Federal Council meeting which was  

of no use as the sectarian leadership of the Postal union leaders Coms. 

K.L. Moza, N.J.Iyer and Adhi insisted on bifurcation and splitting of the  

great NFPTE then and there. 

 

      That was a very sad day not only for me and my comrades but the whole  

of P&T family. That is how we witnessed the birth of NFTE and NFPE  

in 1986. 

 

        It is my firm belief that whatever may be situation, we should not have  

allowed the split in NFPTE. 

 

         NFPTE is history now. 60 long years have passed since its inception  

in 1954. Although NFPTE as such is not existing now, we cherish the  

sweet memories of struggles and sagas of NFPTE and must celebrate  

the Diamond jubilee of NFPTE by imbibing the glorious traditions of  

NFPTE and spread the message of unity in diversity. 

  

 

By Com.C.K.Mathivanan,  

National Executive member 

NFTE-BSNL  

 


